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Unruly Passenger Incidents – IATA Statistics

➢IATA Fact Sheet 

➢ Unruly passenger incidents include violence against crew and other 

passengers, harassment, verbal abuse, smoking, failure to follow safety 

instructions and other forms of riotous behavior

➢ Cause inconvenience, threaten safety and security of other passengers and 

crew, and lead to operational disruptions and costs

➢ In 2016, the rate was one incident for every 1,424 flights 

➢ Majority of reports are Level 1 incidents: verbal in nature and crew usually 

handles by using de-escalation training 

➢ 12% of reports relate to Level 2 incidents: physical aggression to others 

or damage to the aircraft

➢ 33% of reported cases involved intoxication from alcohol or drugs

➢ IATA’s stats do not cover all airlines so they likely underestimate true 

extent of the problem  

https://www.iata.org/pressroom/facts_figures/fact_sheets/Documents/fact-

sheet-unruly-passengers.pdf
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Unruly Customer Conduct That May Result in Lawsuits

➢ Airline’s response to unruly/disruptive passengers

➢ Handling of passenger altercations with other 

passengers or crew members

➢ Resulting claims for:

➢ Personal injuries due to assault and battery

➢ Intentional and negligent infliction of emotional distress

➢ Breach of contract

➢ Montreal Convention – Article 17 accident 

▪ If plaintiff proves that an Article 17 accident caused his/her bodily injury, the 

airline will be strictly liable for provable damages up to 113,100 SDRS

(approximately USD 160,000), unless the airline can establish contributory 

negligence on the part of plaintiff. 
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Typical Defenses 

➢ Jurisdiction (personal jurisdiction, subject matter)

➢ Venue / FNC defenses

➢ Failure to state a claim

➢ Limitations in contract of carriage

➢ Time limitations / Conditions precedent to suit / Capacity to sue

➢ Federal preemption of state law claims 

➢ Express Preemption under the Airline Deregulation Act (ADA)

➢ Preemption / Immunity under the Federal Aviation Act (FAA), Federal 

statutes and FARs (e.g., 49 U.S.C. § 44902(b), ATSA, etc.)

➢Contributory negligence / Proportionate fault

➢ Lack of causation / Incident caused by others 

➢ Contribution / Indemnity

➢ Damages are not recoverable
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Montreal Convention Defenses

➢ Montreal Convention Defenses/Limitations

➢ State law claims preempted, including discrimination claims

➢ No Article 17 “accident” 

➢ Incident not due to the negligence of the airline, and thus maximum 

liability for provable damages is 113,100 SDRs

➢ No physical injury, and thus no recovery for mental injuries 

➢ Proportionate reduction of liability for passenger’s contributory fault

➢ Venue limitations  

➢ Two-year condition precedent for suit

➢ Punitive damages not recoverable
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Is Passenger Assault An MC Article 17 Accident?

➢ Article 17 “accident" requires: 

➢ an unexpected or unusual event or happening that is 

external to a passenger;

➢ occurs on the aircraft or during the 

embarking/disembarking processes; 

➢ causes bodily injury; and

➢ not the passenger's own internal reaction to the usual, 

normal, expected operation of the aircraft.    

Air France v. Saks, 470 U.S. 392, 405-06 (1985).
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Is Passenger Assault An MC Article 17 Accident? (Ctd.)

➢ Article 17 accident may arise when the crew fails "to take certain 

necessary vital steps" such that the inaction "could quite naturally 

and, in routine usage of the language, be an ‘event or happening.’” 

Olympic Airways v. Husain, 540 U.S. 644, 656 n.10 (2004).

➢ Plaintiff needs to show that "some link in the chain [of causation] 

was an unusual or unexpected event external to the passenger.“

Id. at 652.

➢ Cases turn on the specific facts.

➢ Courts are more likely to find an accident when there is involvement 

or knowledge by the crew of the situation or the incident is peculiar 

to the aircraft.
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MC Article 17 Assault Cases

➢ Examples of Cases Finding An Article 17 Accident

➢ Arellano v. Am. Airlines, Inc., 69 F. Supp. 3d 1345, 1351 (S.D. Fla. 
2014) (plaintiff’s injury caused by an “accident” when he was 
trampled by other passengers whose bags were placed on the 
tarmac by the airline in an attempt to make up for a delay).

➢ Langadinos v. Am. Airlines, 199 F.3d 68, 70 (1st Cir. 2000) 
(intoxicated passenger's grabbing of another passenger's testicles 
could be an "accident" since carrier served the offending passenger 
alcohol just prior to the assault, knowing that he was intoxicated and 
that his behavior was increasingly erratic and aggressive, creating 
the foreseeable risk of injury to another passenger). 

➢ Lahey v. Sing. Airlines Ltd., 115 F. Supp. 2d 464, 468 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) 
(plaintiff awarded $10,000 in compensation for her physical injuries 
and mental anguish when a fellow passenger reacted violently to 
plaintiff’s desire to recline her seat).
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MC Article 17 Assault Cases (Cont’d)

➢ Examples of Cases Finding No Article 17 Accident

➢ Dogbe v. Delta Air Lines, Inc., 969 F. Supp. 2d 261, 274 (E.D.N.Y. 2013) 
(neither airline's failure to accommodate passenger's request for a 
different seat, nor the Port Authority police's use of force after he refused 
to disembark, constituted an "accident,” as the airline was not obligated 
to allow the passenger to sit in an empty seat and only passenger's 
refusal to comply with the airline’s order to deplane proximately caused 
his alleged injuries).

➢ Zarlin v. Air France, No. 04-CV-07408 (KMK), 2007 WL 2585061, at *5 
(S.D.N.Y. Sept. 6, 2007) (because plaintiff broke the chain of causation 
by returning to her original seat after the flight crew had reseated her, 
any injury allegedly caused by a fellow passenger who deliberately 
pushed his seat back into her was not the result of an “accident”).

➢ O'Grady v. British Airways, 134 F. Supp. 2d 407, 411-14 (E.D. Pa. 2001) 
(jury verdict in favor of British Airways; passenger interrupted male 
passenger's sleep in order to exit and reenter the row; she hit male 
passenger with her newspaper and he punched plaintiff on the head a 
few times; no error in failing to instruct that an "accident" includes an 
assault by a fellow passenger).
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Sexual Assaults on Aircraft 

➢ Sexual Assault: Increase in reported cases during air travel

➢ December 28, 2017 CNN Report

▪ http://www.cnn.com/2017/12/27/politics/women-sexual-assaults-

harassment-commercial-flights/index.html

▪ Four women alleging sexual assault (including groping) or harassment 

during commercial flights.

▪ “FBI investigations into midair sexual assaults have increased by 66% 

from fiscal year 2014 to 2017. The bureau said it opened 63 

investigations into sexual assault on aircraft during the current fiscal 

year, compared with 57 in 2016, 40 in 2015 and 38 in 2014.” 
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Sexual Assaults on Aircraft

➢ January 5, 2018 CNN Report

➢ http://www.cnn.com/2018/01/05/us/plane-alleged-sexual-assault-

sleeping-passenger/index.html

➢ “Investigators arrested a man they say unbuttoned the shirt and pants 

of a sleeping female passenger and put his hand down her pants 

during a flight, according to a criminal complaint filed in federal court.”

➢ A male passenger “faces a charge of aggravated sexual abuse after a 

22-year-old woman accused him of assaulting her on a . . . flight from 

Las Vegas to Detroit on Wednesday morning.” 
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MC Article 17 Accident – Sexual Assault  Cases 

➢ Examples of Sexual Assault Cases – Article 17 Accident

➢ Wallace v. Korean Air, 214 F.3d 293 (2d Cir. 2000), cert. 

denied, 531 U.S. 1144 (2001).

▪ Plaintiff was seated in a cramped economy class space.

▪ While sleeping with the lights turned down, man next to her 

unbuckled her belt, unbuttoned and unzipped her shorts, 

and put his hands into her underpants. When she awoke, 

she could not get away and had to endure another of the 

man’s advances before exiting to the aisle.

▪ No flight attendant witnessed the incident.

▪ The Court was satisfied that the assault was, in the 

language of Saks, “an unexpected or unusual event or 

happening that [was] external to the passenger.” Id. at 300.
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MC Article 17 Accident – Sexual Assault  (Cont’d) 

➢ Examples of Sexual Assault Cases

➢ Dismissed - No Bodily Injury

▪ Doe v. United Airlines, Inc., 160 Cal. App. 4th 1500, 1514-15 

(2008) (while molestation of child may be "unexpected and 

unusual," there was no bodily injury).

▪ Morris v. KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, 2001 WL 483072 (C.A. 2001) 

(English court found no bodily injury where a 15-year old female 

passenger was allegedly touched by a male passenger). 

➢ Carrier Liable

▪ Tsevas v. Delta Air Lines, Inc., No. 97 C 0320, 1997 WL 767278, 

at *4 (N.D. Ill. Dec. 1, 1997) (WC Article 17 accident found where 

sexual assault caused in part by the continued service of alcohol 

to the perpetrating passenger and the refusal of flight attendants 

to respond to plaintiff’s initial request to change seats).
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Convention on Offenses and Certain Other Acts Committed on Board 

Aircraft, Signed at Tokyo on 14 September 1963 (“Tokyo Convention”)

➢Tokyo Convention (where applicable)

➢ Governs criminal offenses and other acts committed on aircraft

➢ Entered into force in 1969

➢ 186 countries have ratified

➢ Does not apply to domestic transportation

➢ Applies to acts “in-flight”: when take-off run commences and 

landing run ends

➢ “The principal purpose of the Tokyo Convention is to promote 

aviation safety through establishment of continuity of jurisdiction 

over criminal acts occurring onboard aircraft.” Sen. Rep. No. 91-

1083 (1970), as reprinted in 1970 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3996, 3997.
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Relevant Articles – Powers of Aircraft Commander 

➢ Aircraft commander (AC) may take certain actions when he has 

reasonable grounds to believe that a person has committed, or is about 

to commit, a criminal offense or an act that jeopardizes the safety of the 

aircraft or passengers or good order and discipline on board.

➢ Article 6: AC may take reasonable measures, including restraint, to:

(1) protect safety of the aircraft, crew, passengers and property, (2) maintain 

good order, and (3) deliver passenger to law enforcement. AC may request 

crew and other passengers to assist in restraining passenger.

➢ Article 8: AC may disembark a passenger in the territory of any State in 

which the aircraft lands and report to authorities in that State.

➢ Article 9: AC may deliver to the competent authorities of any Contracting 

State in the territory of which the aircraft lands any person who AC has 

reasonable grounds to believe has committed a serious offence according to 

the penal law of the State of registration of the aircraft.

➢ Article 10: Grants AC, crew, other passengers, aircraft owner and operator  

immunity from liability.
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Tokyo Convention:  Eid v. Alaska Airlines, Inc.

Eid v. Alaska Airlines, Inc., 621 F.3d 858 (9th Cir. 2010),                        

cert. denied, 131 S. Ct. 2874 (2011)

➢ 9 first class passengers traveled from Vancouver to Las Vegas

➢ Flight attendant advised Captain, as a result of disturbance: 

“I have lost control of the first class cabin.”

➢ Captain diverted aircraft to Reno

➢ Local authorities interviewed and cleared passengers to continue 

on to Las Vegas

➢ Carrier declined to transport passengers to Las Vegas

➢ Trial court granted summary judgment in favor of airline on basis 

of Article 10 immunity

➢ Appeal followed
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Tokyo Convention:  Eid v. Alaska Airlines, Inc. (Cont’d)

➢ Ninth Circuit Reverses: 2-1 decision

➢ Focus on Appeal: Analysis of “reasonable grounds to believe”

➢ Two Issues:

1. Is the AC’s decision entitled to deferential “arbitrary and capricious“ 

standard, or is it assessed under standard negligence principles?

Standard akin to negligence

2. May the AC rely on crew statements or must AC undertake independent 

investigation? Captain should have investigated

➢ Majority Quoted US Delegate Statement (but major omission):

Within the general concept of United States law, the phrase “reasonable 

grounds” would give the impression that the AC would be required to have 

substantial basis for his belief, that he could not act on the basis of facts 

which were inadequate to support his belief to the effect that a person had 

committed or was about to commit the kind of act under consideration.

➢ Following Remand: Jury found that Captain had reasonable grounds to act, 

and thus carrier was immune.  After nine years of litigation, the airline won.
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Tokyo Convention:  Eid v. Alaska Airlines, Inc. (Cont’d)

Dissent: 

➢ Convention’s text, purpose, and negotiating and drafting history support 

“arbitrary and capricious” standard

➢ Majority’s reasonableness standard is “an affront” to the treaty’s purpose

➢ Majority omitted US delegate’s full comments from Minutes: 

“In other words, the aircraft commander could not act arbitrarily or 

capriciously.”

➢ Majority incorrectly interpreted sister signatory case that recognized 

“extensive and wide authority” of AC  

➢ Deferential standard of “arbitrary or capricious” conduct under § 44902(b) 

strongly supports adoption of a similar standard under Tokyo Convention

➢ Majority incorrectly interpreted § 44902(b) to impose reasonableness 

standard 
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Montreal Protocol 14 – Amends Tokyo Convention

➢ Montreal Protocol 2014 - 22 ratifications needed; 12 to date

➢ Key Changes:

➢ Extends jurisdiction over offense to destination country of flight  

and State of the operator; and when diverts to third State, that 

State is also competent to exercise jurisdiction

➢ AC needs only reasonable grounds to believe a “serious offence” 

was committed (not a violation of penal law of State of 

registration) to deliver passenger to law enforcement

➢ Defines unruly behavior to include physical assault, threat of 

assault, and failing to follow crew instructions

➢ Right of recourse provision recognizes airlines have the right to 

seek compensation

➢ Extends period of “in-flight” to when doors closed and open

➢ Shortcoming: Does not define standard for “reasonable grounds”
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Preemption of Unruly Passenger Cases

➢ Preemption Under Airline Deregulation Act (ADA): 

A State “may not enact or enforce a law, regulation, or other provision having 

the force and effect of law related to a price, route or service of an air carrier.”  

49 U.S.C. § 41713(b)(1).

➢ Applies to US and foreign air carriers

➢ Preempts state statutory and common law claims that directly or indirectly 

regulate an airline’s fares, routes, and services  

➢ Personal injury claims with physical injury generally are not preempted

➢ Since the decision to transport a passenger is a “service,” this section is 

often invoked to preempt claims by unruly passengers removed from the 

aircraft. 

➢ However, outrageous or unreasonable conduct may not be preempted 

(e.g., if passenger is physically injured, discriminated against, etc.) 

➢ Also invoked to preempt claims based on rude treatment and consumer 

protection statutes
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Preemption of Unruly Passenger Cases

➢Preemption under Federal Aviation Act – Statutes and FARs:

➢ 49 U.S.C. § 44902(b) - Refusal to transport passengers or property: “[A]n air carrier 

… may refuse to transport a passenger or property the carrier decides is, or might be, 

inimical to safety.”

▪ FAA preempts state tort claims based on aviation safety. Section 44902(b) immunizes 

air carriers for refusing to transport passengers based on safety concerns so long as the 

decision was neither arbitrary nor capricious. Discretion is broad and requires only a 

belief that a passenger might be inimical to safety. Cerqueira v. Am. Airlines, Inc., 520 

F.3d 1, 15 (1st Cir. 2008).

▪ Decision is assessed on facts and circumstances known to the carrier at that time, time 

constraints and general security climate in which events unfold. Dasrath v. Cont’l

Airlines, Inc., 228 F. Supp. 2d 531, 539 (D.N.J. 2002). 

➢ 14 C.F.R. § 121.580 - Prohibition on interference with crewmembers: “No person may 

assault, threaten, intimidate, or interfere with a crewmember in the performance of 

the crewmember's duties aboard an aircraft being operated under this part.” See 14 

C.F.R. §§ 91.11, 125.328 & 135.120 to the same general effect.

➢ 14 C.F.R. § 91.3(a) - Responsibility and authority of the pilot in command: “The pilot 

in command of an aircraft is directly responsible for, and is the final authority as to, 

the operation of that aircraft.”
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Case Law Analyzing 49 U.S.C. § 44902(b)

➢ Liu v. Airtran Airways, Inc., 631 Fed. App’x 657 (11th Cir. 2015) 

➢ First class passenger noticed liquid constantly leaking from an air vent 

above her seat. Flight attendant provided paper towels but refused to 

take further action.

➢ Passenger was then scolded by a second flight attended for phone use.  

➢ Passenger explained that the phone was in airplane mode and asked the 

flight attendant to speak politely. The second flight attendant allegedly 

became outraged and threatened to throw the passenger off the plane.

➢ First flight attendant asked the passenger to turn off her phone, which 

she allegedly did. The second flight attendant allegedly continued to 

verbally abuse the passenger and threaten to throw her off the plane.

➢ A security officer entered the aircraft and escorted the passenger off.
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Case Law Analyzing 49 U.S.C. § 44902(b) (Cont’d)

➢ Liu v. Airtran Airways, Inc. (Con’t)

➢ The Eleventh Circuit (in an opinion not selected for publication) affirmed 

dismissal, concluding that the passenger failed to state a claim.

▪ The plaintiff has the burden to show that § 44902(b) does not apply. 

▪ The passenger did not allege any discriminatory animus for her removal. 

▪ She only insisted that her actions were not “inimical to safety” and cited the 

“arbitrary and capricious preferences” of the flight attendants in an attempt to 

meet her burden under § 44902(b). 

▪ Such conclusory statements and bare assertions that her behavior was not 

inimical to safety—despite her admitted failure to comply with safety 

regulations—could not plausibly support a claim that her removal from the 

flight was arbitrary or capricious. 

▪ In a footnote, the Court stated: “14 C.F.R. § 91.21 prohibits the use of portable 

electronic devices, including cell phones, on a commercial aircraft that the 

operator has determined will cause interference with the communication 

system of the aircraft on which it is to be used.”
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Case Law Analyzing 49 U.S.C. § 44902(b) (Cont’d)

➢ Register v. United Airlines, Inc., No. 16-CV-2480 W (BGS), 2017 WL 

784288, at *3-4 (S.D. Cal. Mar. 1, 2017)

While the FAA preempted plaintiff’s state tort claims of discrimination 

where a flight captain’s decided to divert the aircraft because of a 

“situation” onboard, plaintiff was allowed to amend his federal 

discrimination claims.

➢ Williams v. Trans World Airlines, 509 F.2d 942, 948 (2d Cir. 1975)

Test rests upon facts and circumstances as known to the airline at the 

time it formed its opinion and made its decision, and whether the 

decision was rational and reasonable, and not capricious or arbitrary.

➢ Cordero v. Cia Mexicana De Aviacion, S.A., 681 F.2d 669, 671 

(9th Cir. 1982)

Airlines do not have immunity when they bar passengers from boarding 

on the basis of unreasonably or irrationally formed beliefs.  
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Aviation and Transportation Security Act (“ATSA”)

➢ Provides immunity from civil liability to any US or foreign air carrier 

or their employees who voluntarily report “any suspicious 

transaction relevant to a possible violation of law or regulation, 

relating to air piracy, a threat to aircraft or passenger safety, or 

terrorism” to federal agencies, TSA, any Federal, State or local law 

enforcement officer, or any airport or airline security officer.         

49 U.S.C. § 44941(a). 

➢ Two exceptions to immunity for:

(1) any disclosure made with actual knowledge that the 

disclosure was false, inaccurate, or misleading; or

(2) any disclosure made with reckless disregard as to the truth 

or falsity of that disclosure.” 49 U.S.C. § 44941(b)

➢ Patterned after “actual malice” standard for defamation which 

requires that statements be “materially false”  
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US Cases Finding ATSA Immunity

Air Wis. Airlines Corp. v. Hoeper, 571 U.S. __, 134 S. Ct. 852 (2014)

➢ Reversed $1.2 million defamation award to pilot passenger whose 

airline reported him to the TSA as someone who may present a 

security risk after failing his fourth proficiency test and exhibiting angry 

behavior. Id. at 866.

➢ Immunity may not be denied for substantially true statements; only for 

materially false ones. Statement does not lose immunity “because of 

some minor imprecision, so long as ‘the gist’ of the statement is 

accurate.” Id.

Baez v. JetBlue Airways, 793 F.3d 269, 276-77 (2d Cir. 2015) 

➢ Affirmed summary judgment granted to airline and employee on ATSA 

immunity grounds for reporting agitated passenger’s statement about a 

bomb in her bag after flight left without her.
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Examples of Other Prohibitions/Penalties

➢ 49 U.S.C. § 46318(a) - Interference with cabin or flight crew: “An individual 

who physically assaults or threatens to physically assault a member of the 

… crew of a civil aircraft or any other individual on the aircraft, or takes any 

action that poses an imminent threat to the safety of the aircraft or other 

individuals on the aircraft is liable to the United States Government for a 

civil penalty of not more than $25,000.”

➢ 49 U.S.C. § 46504 - Interference with flight crew members and attendants: 

“An individual on an aircraft in the special aircraft jurisdiction of the United 

States [defined in 49 U.S.C. § 46501] who, by assaulting or intimidating a 

… crew member … of the aircraft, interferes with the performance of the 

duties of the member … or lessens the ability of the member … to perform 

those duties, or attempts or conspires to do such an act, shall be fined 

under title 18, imprisoned for not more than 20 years, or both. However, if 

a dangerous weapon is used in assaulting or intimidating the member … 

the individual shall be imprisoned for any term of years or for life.” 
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Case Law Analyzing 49 U.S.C. § 46504

Lechin v. United Airlines, Inc., No. CV H-16-2254, 2017 WL 3432729 (S.D. Tex. Aug. 9, 

2017), appeal filed (5th Cir. Sept. 6, 2017)

➢ Plaintiff involved in an in-flight altercation with her then-husband, who signaled for 

assistance from a flight attendant. 

➢ Flight attendant attempted to resolve the situation by reseating Lechin, and then 

sought assistance from fellow attendant and two passengers. Lechin restrained and 

forcibly removed her from first class area. Flight diverted and Lechin arrested.  

➢ Lechin indicted by a grand jury for interfering with a flight attendant in the 

performance of his duties in violation of 49 U.S.C. § 46504, but acquitted at trial. 

➢ After her acquittal, Lechin sued the airline for malicious prosecution and defamation, 

and the airline moved for summary judgment.

▪ Since there was no straightforward application of the MC to these unusual facts, 

the court opted to “forego a preemption analysis that would likely be of little use to 

courts in future actions and address whether Lechin has demonstrated the 

existence of a genuine issue of material fact.” Id. at *3.  Court held airline was 

entitled to judgment as a matter of law on all claims.

➢ Plaintiff has appealed, and the matter is current pending in the Fifth Circuit.
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Examples of Other Prohibitions/Penalties 

➢ 14 C.F.R. § 121.317 - Passenger information requirements, 

smoking prohibitions, and additional seat belt requirements.

***

(f) Each passenger required by § 121.311(b) to occupy a seat or berth shall 

fasten his or her safety belt about him or her and keep it fastened while the 

“Fasten Seat Belt” sign is lighted.

(g) No person may smoke while a “No Smoking” sign is lighted or while “No 

Smoking” placards are posted, except as follows:

***

(h) No person may smoke in any airplane lavatory.

(i) No person may tamper with, disable, or destroy any smoke detector installed 

in any airplane lavatory.

***

(k) Each passenger shall comply with instructions given him or her by a 

crewmember regarding compliance with paragraphs (f), (g), (h), and (l) of this 

section.

➢
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Case Law Analyzing 14 C.F.R. § 121.575

➢ 14 C.F.R. § 91.17 - Alcohol or drugs: “(b) Except in an emergency, no pilot of a 

civil aircraft may allow a person who appears to be intoxicated or who 

demonstrates by manner or physical indications that the individual is under the 

influence of drugs (except a medical patient under proper care) to be carried in 

that aircraft.”

➢ 14 C.F.R. § 121.575 - Alcoholic beverages “(a) No person may drink any 

alcoholic beverage aboard an aircraft unless the certificate holder operating 

the aircraft has served that beverage to him … (c) No certificate holder may 

allow any person to board any of its aircraft if that person appears to be 

intoxicated.”

➢ Pipino v. Delta Air Lines, Inc., 196 F. Supp. 3d 1306 (S.D. Fla. 2016).

▪ Passenger chipped a tooth the day before the flight, making it difficult to speak 

clearly, and had a painful blister on her foot, which affected her gate. She had 

three alcoholic drinks pre-flight. An airline agent smelled alcohol on the 

passenger’s breath and denied her boarding. The passenger sued for 

negligence, alleging the airline disregarded her disabled circumstances, which 

made her appear inebriated, and ignored requests for medical assistance.

➢
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Case Law Analyzing 14 C.F.R. § 121.575 (Con’t)

Pipino v. Delta Air Lines (con’t):

➢ The court found that § 121.575 “is a safety regulation. The regulation’s 

use of the word ‘appears’ seems to be based on a considered policy 

choice to err on the side of caution and overinclusiveness by prohibiting 

the boarding of even those who appear, but in fact are not, intoxicated.” 

Id. at 1313.

➢ “The regulation thus preempts any state law that conflicts with an airline’s 

authority to determine that a person is intoxicated based solely on that 

person’s appearance.” Id. at 1314.

➢ “The Court thus rejects [the passenger’s] arguments suggesting that [any 

airline employee] had a duty to further inquire as to whether [the 

passenger] was really inebriated. Regardless of whether she actually was 

inebriated, [the passenger] concedes that she appeared inebriated … 

Accordingly, even viewing the facts in the light most favorable to [the 

passenger], federal law required [the airline] not to allow [the passenger] 

to board the plane and any state law to the contrary is preempted under 

principles of conflict preemption.”
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Tarmac Delay Regulations 

➢ Tarmac Delay Contingency Plans (14 C.F.R. 259.4) 

➢ Domestic flights cannot remain on ground for more than 3 hours on 

tarmac without carriers providing opportunity to deplane, unless 

security/safety reasons or would disrupt airport operations

➢ For international flights, US and foreign carriers cannot permit aircraft to 

remain on tarmac for more than 4 hours without providing opportunity to 

deplane, unless security/safety reasons or would disrupt airport 

operations

➢ Assurance of food and water for passengers after 2 hours after aircraft 

leaves the gate or arrives on tarmac, unless safety or security concerns 

preclude such service

➢ Assurance of operable lavatory facilities and adequate medical attention

➢ Assurance that passengers will receive notifications every 30 minutes 

about delay 
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Tarmac Delays – Federal Preemption  

➢ Joseph v. JetBlue Airways Corp., No. 5:11-CV-1387 (TJM/ATB), 2012 WL 
1204070 (N.D.N.Y. Apr. 11, 2012)

➢ All claims arising from a tarmac delay of more than 7 hours, which included claims for 
false imprisonment, negligent infliction of emotional distress, negligence, unfair and 
deceptive trade practices, and breach of covenant of good faith and fair dealing, were 
expressly preempted by the ADA and impliedly preempted by the FAA. 

➢ Allen v. Spirit Airlines, Inc., 981 F. Supp. 2d 688 (E.D. Mich. 2013)

➢ The FAA preempted passenger's negligence claim based on the allegation that a
2-hour plus tarmac delay caused her to develop a serious blood clot in her leg.

▪ Under the federal regulatory scheme, airlines must develop customer service plans 
that include a litany of mandated safety-related warnings; since warnings about 
blood clots are not among those mandated by federal law, they cannot be required 
by Michigan law.

➢ Biscone v. JetBlue Airways Corp., 965 N.Y.S.2d 72 (App. Div., 2d Dep’t 2012)

➢ Plaintiff commenced this putative class action seeking to recover for negligence, false 
imprisonment, intentional infliction of emotion distress, fraud and deceit, and breach of 
contract as a result of being confined on an aircraft that remained on the tarmac for 11 
hours without affording passengers food, water, clean air, and toilet facilities. 

▪ With exception of negligence causing physical injury, all claims were closely related 
to the provision of services by an airline and were, thus, preempted by the ADA.
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Tarmac Delays – MC Delay

➢ Vumbaca v. Terminal One Group Ass’n L.P., 859 F. Supp. 2d 343 

(E.D.N.Y. 2012)

➢ Purported class action against terminal operator for damages 

resulting from a 7-hour tarmac delay.

➢ Plaintiff alleged confinement on aircraft without food, water, or 

adequate sanitary facilities.

➢ District Court:  Terminal operator, as agent of airline, was not liable 

under MC Article 17 or 19 for emotional distress and inconvenience 

claims.  Plaintiff’s claims also failed under New York law.
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Tarmac Delays – DOT Enforcement

➢ DOT Enforcement Policy on Extended Tarmac Delays 

➢ Tarmac delay measured from when main aircraft door is closed for 
departure to when carrier begins return to gate or disembarkation point; 
maximum fine increased to $32,140 for violations on or after 8/1/16.

➢ Violations of Tarmac Delay Rules – DOT Enforcement Actions

➢ Carrier had 12 aircraft experience tarmac delays at Denver airport due to 
snow storm, mechanical issue, carrier’s failure to adjust operations and 
accept airport services (assessed $1.5 million, with $900,000 credited to 
carrier for compensation already paid to passengers). U.S. Dep’t of 
Transp., Order No. 2017-09-11 (Sept. 15, 2017).

➢ Carrier failed to adhere to the assurances in its contingency plan for 
lengthy tarmac delays regarding deplaning of passengers, provision of 
adequate food, and access to operable lavatories (assessed $100,000 in 
civil penalties). U.S. Dep’t of Transp., Order No. 2017-7-1 (July 6, 2017).

➢ Carrier failed to inform passengers on a flight delayed at the gate with 
the door open of the opportunity to deplane (assessed $115,000 in civil 
penalties). U.S. Dep’t of Transp., Order No. 2017-2-13 (Feb. 24, 2017).
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Claims for Damages Under EU 261

➢ Volodarskiy v. Delta Airlines, Inc., 784 F.3d 349 (7th Cir. 2015)

➢ EU 261 – “a consumer-protection regulation promulgated by the European 
Parliament setting standardized compensation rates ranging from € 250 to
€ 600 (depending on flight distance) for cancellations and long delays of 
flights departing from airports located within EU Member States. See 
Regulation 261/2004, 2004 O.J. (L 46) 1(EC).” Id. at 350.

➢ Several passengers sued the airline seeking compensation for themselves 
and a nationwide class of persons who were inconvenienced when their 
flights from airports located in the European Union were delayed for more 
than three hours or cancelled on short notice. Id. at 349.

➢ The complaint alleged a claim for breach of contract, which failed at the 
pleading stage because EU 261 was not explicitly incorporated into the 
airline's contract of carriage and any incorporation by implication would be 
barred by the preemption clause of the ADA. Id. at 350.

➢ The amended complaint dropped the contract claim and alleged only a 
“direct” claim under EU 261. Id.

➢ The Seventh Circuit held that such direct claims to enforce EU 261 
obligations are only actionable in EU Member States. Id.
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What's Left Of EU 261 In The U.S. Post-Volodarskiy?

➢ Courts Have Increasingly Required a Carrier’s Contract of 

Carriage to Specifically Incorporate EU 261 for a Passenger to 

be Able to Maintain a Breach of Contract Claim.

➢ See Dochak v. Polskie Linie Lotnicze LOT S.A., No. 15 C 4344, 2016 WL 

3027896, at *8 (N.D. Ill. May 27, 2016) (finding passenger could not bring a 

claim for breach of contract pursuant to EU 261 where the Conditions of 

Carriage gave notice of the regulation because passenger did not prove that 

the carrier had the requisite “clear and specific” intent to incorporate Articles 6 

and 7 of EU 261 into the Conditions of Carriage)

➢ Carriers Have Been Able to Negotiate Dismissals of Claims 

Based on Seventh Circuit Precedent. See Shabotinsky v. 

Deutsche Lufthansa AG, No. 16 C 4865, 2017 WL 1134475, at 

*7 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 27, 2017).
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Other Recent EU 261 Cases

➢ Baumeister v. Deutsche Lufthansa, AG, 811 F.3d 963 

(7th Cir. 2016) 

➢ The Seventh Circuit affirmed that under EU 261, responsibility for 

compensation rests solely on the operating carrier. Id. at 966.

➢ Affirmed summary judgment because Lufthansa was not the 

operating carrier. Id.

➢ Affirmed that no breach of contract claim could be brought against 

Iberia, the operating carrier of the delayed flight, because the 

plaintiffs’ ticketing was with American Airlines. Id. at 968.
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Recap of U.S. law on EU 261

➢ A passenger cannot assert a direct claim under EU 261.

➢ A passenger cannot assert a claim for breach of EU 261 

unless the carrier’s contract of carriage specifically 

incorporates it.

➢ If the carrier’s contract of carriage specifically incorporates 

EU 261, a passenger may be able to assert a breach of 

contract claim but may face opposition based on seventh 

circuit’s broad language in Volodardskiy v. Delta Airlines.

➢ Any claim based on EU 261 must be brought against the 

operating carrier.
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